Declines in swimming performance with age: a longitudinal study of Masters swimming champions
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Introduction: Because of its many participants and thorough records, competitive Masters swimming offers a rich data source for determining the rate of physical decline associated with aging in physically fit individuals. The decline in performance among national champion swimmers, both men and women and in short and long swims, is linear, at about 0.6% per year up to age 70–75, after which it accelerates in quadratic fashion. These conclusions are based primarily on cross-sectional studies, and little is known about individual performance declines with aging. Herein we present performance profiles of 19 male and 26 female national and international champion Masters swimmers, ages 25 to 96 years, participating in competitions for an average of 23 years.

Methods and results: Swimmers’ longitudinal data were compared with the fastest times of world record holders across ages 35–100 years by two regression methods. Neither method proved to accurately model this data set: compared with the rates of decline estimated from the world record data, which represent the best recorded times at given ages, there was bias toward shallower rates of performance decline in the longitudinal data, likely owing to a practice effect in some swimmers as they began their Masters programs. In swimmers’ later years, once maximum performance had been achieved, individual profiles followed the decline represented in the world records, and a few swimmers became the world record holders. In some instances, the individual profiles indicated performance better than the world record data; these swimmers achieved their times after the world record data were collected in 2005–2006.

Conclusion: Declining physiological functional capacity occurs with advancing age, and this is reflected in the performance decrements of aging Masters swimmers. Individual swimmers show different performance trajectories with aging, declines being mitigated by practice, which improves both physiological capacity and swimming technique, particularly in the early years of participation. The longitudinal data of this study indicate that individuals can participate in high-intensity swimming over several decades, competitively improving over those decades until, in some instances, they become world record holders for their age groups.
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Introduction
With the recent dramatic increase in the world’s aging population, research aimed at predicting and limiting the mental and physical toll of aging becomes increasingly important. Because of its large numbers and thorough records, the Masters program and the world’s population of competitive Masters athletes offer a rich source of data for determining the rate of physical decline associated with aging in physically fit men and women. When compared on peak performance, competitive athletes generally decline at a rate similar to that of the general population, although they start from a
baseline of better physical ability. The use of elite athletes to predict decrements in physical performance due to aging is advantageous in that their activity levels are reasonably constant and their training regimens usually are designed to limit adverse events, such as sports injuries.

Started in the late 1960s to encourage both ex-competitive swimmers and beginning swimmers to maintain physical well-being and prevent cardiovascular disease, Masters swimming is a relatively low-impact, low-resistance sport, particularly suitable for the elderly. A 40-year review of studies on aging in Masters swimmers revealed that the age-related decline in performance among national champions, both men and women and in short and long swims, is linear, at approximately 0.6% per year up to age 70–75. Beyond age 70–75, the age-related decline accelerates in quadratic fashion in both men and women, with greater variability than in younger age groups. Of note, these conclusions were based almost exclusively on cross-sectional studies. The only published longitudinal study to date showed results similar to those of the cross-sectional studies but was limited by individual swimmers’ data, which spanned a median of only about 4 years.

Several regression methods have been used to estimate the rate of decline of sporting performance with aging. To estimate age-related declines in swimming performance, Fair examined Masters world records of swimmers between ages 35 and 100 by regression analysis, based on the assumption of a linear percentage decline up to a transition age and a quadratic decline thereafter, the coefficients for which were estimated. Each age record was mainly held by a different person, although in some cases the same person held more than one record. Of importance, Fair included only nondominated data, ie, the observation at each age was a best time, not surpassed by a better time at a later age. This provided the best possible age-related swim times, based on the data available at the time of analysis (2005–2006 world records).

Because the one published longitudinal study of swimming performance decrements with age covered a median time of only 4 years, the present study was designed to examine individual swimmers’ data across longer time spans and to determine whether Fair’s regression method, and ordinary least squares regression as a comparison, could be applied to these longitudinal data. Swimmers in the present study participated for an average of 23 years in competition.

Methods
Subjects
Longitudinal national and international data for 19 male and 26 female Masters swimming champions were obtained from US Masters Swimming and the International Masters Swimming Hall of Fame (IMSHOF), part of the International Swimming Hall of Fame. Eligibility criteria for induction into IMSHOF includes a minimum age of 25 years, participation in a minimum of 16 years of Masters swimming competitions spanning at least four 5-year age groups, recognition of swimming accomplishments, and total dominance in an age group. Included in the data were world records, top-five world rankings, top-five US rankings, and several international top-ten record holders meeting the same longevity criteria for IMSHOF membership but not yet inducted.

All records were screened for adequate longitudinal data for freestyle events. Duplicate entries in the world records, top-five world rankings, and top-five US rankings were eliminated. Freestyle events were selected, because they attract the largest number of competitors, provide the most data points, and have undergone few rule and technical changes over the years. Only long-course (50-meter pool) freestyle data were used, given the close correlation with performance in short-course (25-meter pool) freestyle events. Distances included 50, 100, and 1500 meters, the first two being sprint events and the third being an endurance event. Because the data are public records available from the Internet, Institutional Review Board permission for analysis was determined by the facility research administration not to be required.

Figure 1 provides individual swimmers’ ages at which they began and ended competition. The youngest and oldest competing ages were 29 and 96 years for the men and 25 and 92 years for the women. The mean number of years of participation in competitions was 23.9 (range = 13–36 years) for the men and 23.1 (range = 11–36 years) for the women. Based on earlier analyses of Masters Swimming data, performance decline was assumed to have begun no earlier than age 35; observations for three of the men and three of the women prior to age 35 therefore were not used in the data analyses.

Statistical analysis
We applied both the regression method used by Fair in his analyses of performances in track and field, road running, swimming, and chess, and ordinary least squares regression to analyze these longitudinal data. To reflect each swimmer’s best age-related performance and to eliminate year-to-year variability, as with Fair’s analyses, only nondominated times were included; ie, any times for a given event that were bested by times when the swimmer was older were excluded. All times included for a given event and swimmer therefore
only increased with age. About half the recorded times in both the longitudinal and the Fair data sets were dominated and omitted.

Fair’s method also forces all estimated errors (the difference between a swimmer’s actual time and his or her estimated biological minimum time) to be positive, the rationale being that a swimmer should be either at his or her predicted biological minimum or above it, and estimated errors thus should be zero or positive. As well, Fair’s method forces the estimated error at the starting age for each individual to be zero. In contrast, ordinary least squares regression does not impose these constraints.

In the present study, there are multiple observations for each swimmer, and the ages covered by the longitudinal observations vary across subjects (Figure 1). One possible method of analysis would have been to estimate separate regression coefficients for each person, in which each person for each event would have his or her own linear decline rate, transition age, quadratic decline rate, and intercept term. Given the inclusion criterion of only nondominated times, however, there would have been a very small number of intrasubject observations for the estimates. Therefore, to maximize the number of data points per regression, the subjects were pooled within each sex for each event.

**Results**

Contrary to our expectation, neither Fair’s regression method nor ordinary least squares regression proved to be useful for this data set. Table 1 indicates these comparisons for the men’s and women’s 50-meter and 100-meter events.

For the men in this study, the transition ages from a linear to a quadratic decline were similar, for both the Fair and ordinary least squares regression methods, compared with the Fair 2007 world record data. The 10-year percentage rates of decline, however, were greater than those for the world record data at the younger ages but considerably less at the older ages (80–100 years).

For the women, the transition ages for the longitudinal data were more than two decades older than the transition ages for the world record data, similar to the transition ages for the men and consistent with other studies using least squares regression methods on cross-sectional data. In contrast to the men, the women’s 10-year percentage rates of decline were less than those for the world record data at the younger ages and tended to be greater at the older ages. Because statistical modeling of the longitudinal data thus proved to be unreliable, the increases in individual swimmers’ times with age will be presented graphically against a background of the world record data, in order to highlight individual trajectories in performance and to illustrate one possible explanation for the unreliability of the regression analyses.

Figures 2 and 3 present data for male and female swimmers, respectively, participating in the 50-meter long course event, along with Fair’s world record data, for ages 35–100 years. Gaps in the data across years represent omission of dominated times; as mentioned previously, approximately half the data were dominated. Logarithms of times are graphed, to reflect percent decrements with age. Of note, there are both male and female swimmers whose times are above the world records at younger ages but whose times
Table 1 Analyses of men’s and women’s 50-meter and 100-meter long-course freestyle events, by regression method of Fair² and by ordinary least squares regression (OLS), compared with Fair’s 2007 world record data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>No of observations</th>
<th>Max age (years)</th>
<th>Transition age (years)</th>
<th>10-year rates of decline (%) End age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men 50 M</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (Fair method)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men 50 M</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (OLS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men 100 M</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>76.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair² (2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men 100 M</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (Fair method)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men 100 M</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (OLS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men 100 M</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair² (2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women 50 M</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (Fair method)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women 50 M</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (OLS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women 50 M</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair² (2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women 100 M</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (Fair method)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women 100 M</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study (OLS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women 100 M</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair² (2007)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Ten-year rate of decline = % increase over prior 10-year period; *The Fair 2007 world record data are calculated from Table 2 in Fair.*

Figure 2 Men’s 50-meter event – individual swimmers versus world record times.

Figure 3 Women’s 50-meter event – individual swimmers versus world record times.
Linear performance decrements therefore were calculated from the starting ages of the individual swimmers up to the transition age, for each event, representing the linear portion of the decline in performance with age. For the 50-meter event, six of the seven men had linear performance decrements (0.34%–0.55% per year) less than that for the male world record data (0.57% per year), and ten of the 13 women had linear performance decrements (0.13%–0.93%) less than that for the female world record data (0.95%).

Figures 4 and 5 present data for male and female swimmers, respectively, participating in the 100-meter event, and Figures 6 and 7 present similar data for the 1500-meter event. The identification of individual swimmers is consistent across all the Figures, and several are represented in more than one event. Again, there is an apparent practice effect in the years when swimmers began participating in Masters competitions, and several world records were set after the Fair data were collected. For the 100-meter event, five of the six men had linear (starting age to transition age) performance decrements (0.26%–0.68% per year) that were less than that for the world record data (0.72% per year), and twelve of the 13 women had linear performance decrements (0.10%–1.2%) less than that for the world record data (1.23%). For the 1500-meter event, five of the seven men had linear performance decrements (0.13%–0.55% per year) less than that for the world record data (0.69% per year), and all nine women had linear performance decrements (0.04%–0.94%) less than that for the world record data (1.44%).

As well, in all six events there were both male and female swimmers whose times were faster than the world record data. Fair used world records up to 2005–2006; the swimmers in the present study whose times were faster accomplished their times after the Fair data were collected.

Finally, it should be noted that the data above age 80–85 are sparse, in that there have been relatively few swimmers in the oldest age groups to date. The sparse data above age 80–85 are exemplified in Figure 4 by the time at age 100; this represents the only male swimmer who had ever competed in the 100-meter long course event at this age.

**Discussion**

A key characteristic of advancing age is a decline in physiological functional capacity, resulting in reduced performance in various tasks and a concomitant increase in morbidity and mortality. A useful method for assessing the effects of age on physiological functional capacity is to determine decrements in exercise performance with aging, in elite athletes. Studying elite athletes rather than sedentary subjects allows for a model relatively free of confounding factors, such as variations in physical ability and disease.
Swimming as an exercise of choice is advantageous for several reasons. It is a non-weight-bearing activity, permitting the study of a large array of participants, including very elderly individuals and those who otherwise might be limited by orthopedic strains and injuries. The roughly equal distribution of male to female participants may allow for analysis of sex differences. We exploited these aspects of Masters swimming by using the records of elite swimmers who participated for an average of 23 years. This appears to be the first presentation of swimming data covering an extensive time span.

Although not amenable to analysis by Fair’s method or by ordinary least squares regression, the longitudinal data presented herein illustrate several aspects of changing performance with age in elite swimmers. First, for all three distances, men’s average times were faster than women’s average times at most ages, consistent with other performance data for a number of sports. Second, for all three distances, there was an apparent practice effect – many male and female swimmers improved their ability during their early years of participation, as shown by progression toward world record times as they got older. This practice effect resulted in shallower rates of linear performance decline (up to the transition age) than for the world record data, giving the appearance of better performance in these swimmers than the world record data would support and invalidating the regression analyses.

Third, these data are in contrast to the suggestion that longitudinal data for track athletes, and perhaps for elite cyclists, show slightly greater declines with age than do comparable cross-sectional data. Pollock et al reported that track athletes who maintained high- or moderate-intensity training over 20 years (ages 50 to 70 years) had similar or slightly accelerated (at age 70) declines in maximal $O_2$ uptake than did endurance athletes of the same age in a cross-sectional study. Whether or not the slight difference was statistically significant is not indicated. For all three longitudinal data sets (track, cycling, and ours in swimming), it is not known when the participants began their training vs when their performances were measured, so they cannot be directly compared.

Some swimmers bettered the world records, particularly at older ages where the 2005–2006 world record data were sparse and not likely representative of biological minimums. For example, male swimmer M14, if included in the 50-meter and 100-meter world record data (Figures 2 and 4), would sharply reduce those times at ages 91 and 93. As well, female swimmer F17, if included in the 100-meter and 1500-meter world record data (Figures 5 and 7), would reduce those times at ages 86, 87, 88, 89, and 90. The swimmers who bettered the world records posted their times after the Fair data were collected – as older swimmers continue to participate in Masters programs, the world record data will become more robust at the older ages, and the best times will endure.
In Fair’s analysis of world records’ and the analyses of our longitudinal data, only nondominated times were used, so that they could only increase with age. The nondominated times represented about half the times recorded in both the world record data and our longitudinal data, leaving age gaps as shown in Figures 2–7. As swimmers of all ages continue to participate in the Masters program, the world record data will become more robust at older ages and nondominated data will emerge at younger ages, strengthening the data set across the entire age span and allowing a more accurate determination of the transition ages between linear and quadratic performance declines for men and women, in both sprint and endurance events.

Multiple factors determine swimming speed and its decline with aging, including physiological factors such as the energy cost of swimming and maximal metabolic power available, which increase and decrease, respectively, with age. Physical factors, such as stroke mechanics and hydrodynamic resistance, also play a role, with hydrodynamic resistance, at least for the front crawl (freestyle) stroke, increasing at the slower speeds of older swimmers. The relative contributions of these factors to age-related performance decline in Masters swimmers are not fully known and require further study.

Because of the shallower rates of decline noted in most of the swimmers relative to Fair’s world record data, we infer a practice effect that partially mitigated the decline in physiological functional capacity with age. There are multiple components of such an effect, including improved physiological function (increased muscle mass, increased vital capacity, improved body flexibility), improved technique (stroke mechanics/efficiency, diving, turns, pacing throughout an event), and external factors (improvements in swim suit, equipment, and pool design). We acknowledge that Masters athletes are not representative of the general population, in that they may have a genetic advantage for physical performance (often in size and body type); they usually have pursued rigorous training schedules for years in the face of conflicting life events; and when injured, they may abruptly lose their elite abilities. They are, however, the best representations of the limits of human performance and endurance in their sport.

Although the age-related decline in the physical performance of essentially all activities, including competitive Masters swimming, is inevitable, the longitudinal data presented herein support what is seen in practice—the ability of individuals to participate in high-intensity swimming over several decades, competitively improving over those decades until, in some instances, they become world record holders for their age groups.
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